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****PLEASE NOTE****

Prices are subject to change due to the fluctuations in the gold and platinum
markets.  

Prices are higher for “G” styles larger than size 11 and “L” styles larger than size 8. 

My gold and platinum is obtained from an environmentally responsible refiner in VA., 100% of the gold
they produce is recycled from gold and platinum scrap. 

“L” version is for women, “G” version is for men.
The “G” version is usually wider; I can make up either version in any size.

The oxidation [darkened background] is optional.  It is not permanent and may vary slightly. It may or may not fade depending
on the wearer's body chemistry, soaps, acidic liquids, etc.

Most of my rings taper in width from front to back for comfort. The design goes about 2/3rds of the way around the ring with a
blank area on the back for future sizing. The “width mm” is the width at the top, widest part of the ring, in millimeters.

(5mm = approx. 3/16”, 7mm = 1/4”,10mm = 3/8”)

Old gold can be taken as credit for its scrap value or can be reused in the making your ring[s].

“+”  2 color designs, available in any combination of  yellow, white and rose gold as well as platinum / 18K and solid
colors.

“*” Diamonds are “VS” grade, GH color, full cut. Other sizes, shapes and qualities are available.
6L & 6G, 46L & 46G and other “sun” rings are available with either a  .05ct diamond w/ bezel setting - $135.00 extra, or a .10ct

diamond – $210.00 extra.
Remounting of your stone is available.

.
Full refund if not completely satisfied. I also offer a 10% discount for lost/stolen rings that were purchased

directly from me.

I usually ship insured UPS, but can use FedEx or USPS upon request. UPS and FedEx will not ship to P.O. Boxes.
USPS is used for HI and AK.

S&H is $20.00, including insurance, to the lower 48 states. Adult signature is required because of the insurance.

International shipping is through FedEx, $50.00 including insurance. Customs fees may apply.

800.735.2058           david@davidvirtue.com      www.davidvirtue.com

                                      100% Crafted In Maine & NH



Style
L-women’s

G-men’s

14K Yellow,
white or rose /

$US

Platinum /
$US

18KY / $US

1L,5L,10L,16L,
21L,22L,26L,3
3L,130L,142L,
143L

$535 $1,205 $670

1G,5G,10G,16
G,21G,22G,26
G,33G,130G,1
42G,143G

$620 $1,350 $805

6L,6LW,12L,46
L,48L,121L,

$555 $1,225 $695

6G,6GW,12G,4
6G,48G,121G

$650 $1,460 $845

15L,28L,29L,5
3L,54L,74L

$515 $1,115 $645

15G,28G,29G,
53G,74G

$580 $1,305 $750

47L,94L,107L,
109L,110L,111
L,117L,123L,12
8L,131L,132L,
134L,138L,144
L,145L

$595 $1,330 $775

47G,94G,107G
,109G,110G,11
1G,117G,123G
,128G,131G,13
2G,134G,138G
,144G,144G

$680 $1,530 $885
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79L,84L,115L,1
16L,117L,118L,
119L,136L,137
L,140L

$665 $1,500 $865

84G,115G,116
G,117G,118G,1
19G,136G,137
G,140G

$765 $1,725 $995

56L,82L,83L,9
8L,126L       (1
color)

$700 $1,575 $910

82G,83G,98G,
126G (1 color)

$800 $1,800 $1,040

124L,125L,126
L(2 color)

$785 $1,725 $1,020

124G,125G,12
6G(2 color)

$900 $1,980 $1,170

146L,147L $660 $1,510 $860

146G,147G $780 $1,750 $1,015
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